• What are Hong Kong's cross-harbor tunnels? How congested are these tunnels?
• How many vehicle-specific tolls are there?
• What is price management of congestion? What is the empirical evidence required for price management? A "disaggregate" price elasticity estimate measures the price responsiveness of a particular vehicle type using a particular tunnel and an "aggregate" price elasticity estimate summarizes the price responsiveness of all vehicles using a particular tunnel.
A given vehicle type's demand equation of tunnel j
where N represents monthly crossings; j or k represents a particular tunnel; P represents toll cost; Y represents Hong Kong's monthly real GDP; and t represents monthly index that captures the time trend's effect of non-toll costs, t = 1,…..T.
Njt linearly depends on (Pkt
, Yt and t in equation (1).
There are three simple steps to calculate the disaggregate price elasticities for each vehicle type: S1: Estimate equation (1) for each vehicle type separately using Ordinary Least Squares (OLS).
The key estimate obtained is βjk.
S2:
Take natural log of equation (1) and apply differentiation to obtain the own-price and crossprice elasticity formulae.
S3:
Substitute the βjk estimate (obtained from the estimated regression of equation (1)), Pkt , Pjt and Njt into the required elasticity formulae to calculate the own-price and cross-price elasticities.
S4:
Divide the sum of own-price and cross-price elasticities over the sample period by the number of months in the sample period to obtain the vehicle-specific monthly total usage's average ownprice and cross-price elasticities.
A given vehicle type's disaggregate price elasticities for monthly total usage of tunnel j
(1) The vehicle type's own-price elasticity (this measures how a change of tunnel j's toll affects the tunnel crossings of the vehicle type for tunnel j) in month t:
When βjk≥0, ηjjt≤0, suggesting that this vehicle type has a downward-sloping demand curve for tunnel j.
(2) Vehicle-specific monthly total usage's average own-price responsiveness: ηjj = Σtηjjt / T, the equally-weighted average of ηjjt (4) The vehicle-specific monthly total usage's average cross-price responsiveness: ηjk = Σtηjkt / T, the equally-weighted average of ηjkt
A tunnel j's aggregate usage elasticities
To compute an aggregate elasticity, we first use the index m to denote a vehicle type.
Ejk = percent change in tunnel j's aggregate usage due to a one-percent change in tunnel k's nine vehicle-specific tolls: 
